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About me.
Hello, my name is Jack and I thoroughly enjoy customer service and working
in teams. I consider myself a team-player who’s motivated to go above and
beyond expectations as well as taking satisfaction from providing a service to
customers that fulfils their needs. I have worked in teams from a young age
in both professional and in recreational environments, such as leading a Ten
Tors expedition across Dartmoor, being part of a team trekking the Andes to
reach Machu Picchu as well as taking on responsibilities of head chef and
Assistant General manager at my previous full-time job. I relish opportunities
to solve problems both individually and as a team.

Work Experience.

Digital Experience.
Vector works.
Revit.
Photoshop.
Sketchup.
InDesign.

Hand Skills
Sketching.

Modelmaking.
Diagramming.
Technical
Drawing.

Volunteering at Local Primary Schools, Plymouth.
Riverside Community Primary School, Freshlings Nursery.
2019 - 2020.
During the second year of studying Architecture my group reached out to local
schools to provide 6 workshops on how we can all creatively recycle plastics
as art materials. These workshops were provided to Nursery, Year 1’s and
Year 2 children which lasted 2 hours and orientated around two presentations
with three activities of which the children were heavily engaged with.
Assistant General Manager, Exeter.
The White Hart Hotel, Marstons PLC.
September 2012 - August 2018.
Over this six year period I started as a part-time barman/waiter in a hotel and
applied for the Marstons Development program. Here I worked my way to
Assistant General Manager, where I learned day to day business obligations
and management responsibilities which was further tested by two stints as a
‘relief’ manager. This time working for Marstons proved incredibly challenging
but rewarding. Here I learned to be adaptable and flexible to the needs of
the business, working on the bar, in the kitchen, covering night shifts and
reception. Day to day challenges and ‘curve balls’ were to become expected
and handled in a efficient and professional manner.
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Achievements.
Fingle Woods Live Project:
Outdoor Therapy Space:
Winner.
Plymouth University Live
Project: Cafe Renovation:
Winner.
RIBA MacEwan Award:
Nominated.

Education.
Architecture BA (Hons)
University of Plymouth 2018-Present.
Access to HE - Art - Pass
Exeter College, 2017-2019.
BTEC National Diploma in Applied Science (Forensic Science) - MMM
Exeter College, 2010-2012.
GCSE’s Grade A - C: 5+ Including Maths, Science, English.
West Exe Technology College, 2005-2010.

The Rift.

Identifying
conversations
with
neighbouring buildings and highlighting
the impact on site users.

The Rift proposes a structure that directly responds
to mass unemployment created by the end of the
COVID-19 Job retention scheme, whilst filling the
increasing skills shortage in the rapidly growing sector
of Technology and engineering.
Structurally, the buildings takes heavy inspiration from
the Geology that sits beneath it whilst maintaining the
vernacular language.
User experiences are orientated around visibility in
a bid to normalise processes of reskilling and career
changes whilst providing clear sitelines of direction and
user group interaction to enhance learning experiences.

Ramp leading to the roof, re-enforcing the notion of climbing
and progression whilst offering spaces to pause and reflect.

Sectional Model highlighting interactions between spaces, Scale 1:50.

Conflict in the park.

The programming of this proposal focused
on the notion of ‘conflict’ inspired by the
follies of Bernard Tschumi at the Parc
de la Villette. Examples of Conflict in the
surrounding areas of the park can be
observed in the photograph and analysis to
the right, with the resulting user experience
seen to the below. Conflict, here, has
been identified as providing unique user
experiences formed from ever developing
relationships between programs.

This project is a municipal Water filtration plant that
processed rain water collected from a wider group
scheme which focused on the collection and harvesting
of naturally occurring resources in parks. The project
proposed how such a scheme could provide the entire
water consumption for up to 720 households situated in
the immediate vicinity of the park.

Key processes of conception.

Existing conditions: The South West coastal path
running alongside a sewage treatment plant.

Analysing User Group Interactions and ‘conflict’.
Identifying a primary, secondary and transient group.

Model showing ‘conflict’ forming multiple
user experiences.

Incorporating existing conditions into
the design process.

Primary User
Secondary User
Transient User
Attempting to understand how ‘conflict’
could be experienced by users.

A Synergistic Place.

A Synergistic place is a proposal that provides the people of Plymouth with an opportunity to receive counselling and therapy from the loss of loved ones. Further to
this, the proposal offers users a commemoration space
where belongings can be exhibited to form a wider
network of synergies between others that can champion local heritage and offer insights into the lives of the
people who have made Plymouth as it is experienced
today.

Key Processes of conception.

Concept Sketch, ground floor, reflection and exhibition.

Identification of an existing ritual: The wall
of plaques dedicated to those lost at sea.

Analysis of plaque placement formed
around a central axis, achieving balance.

Synergies between plaques form a place
of meaning enriched by local heritage.

A Synergistic Place: Technical Drawings.

STAIR CASE DETAIL ANNOTATIONS.

SKY LIGHT DETAIL
These Technical drawings were created on Vector works
for a submission based on the project A Synergistic
Place. This was my first Technology submission and
one that I found incredibly rewarding. All drawings
were completed in alignment with building regulations
relating to documents C, K and L, with emphasis on
energy efficiency and integrity of the external envelope.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TIMBER BATON
CONCRETE BLOCK
BASE FLASHING
SKYLIGHT FRAME
SEALED, INSULATED,
SAFETY GLASS
6. ALUMINIUM CAP

1. FOLDED STEEL BASE
2. TIMBER TREAD 300MM
3. FOLDED STEEL RISER 150MM
4. CONCRETE FRAME
5. TIMBER NOSING 25MM
6. SOFIT GUARDING FOR HEIGHT BELOW 2M
7. LANDING 1500MM
8. VOID SPACE BELOW 2000M SOFIT
9. PITCH 26.57O
10. ANGLED HAND RAIL (K 1.36)
11. DARKWOOD HANDRAIL 1000MM ELEVATION
12. GUARDING SPACE 100MM

Manifesto: Biopolitics and COVID-19.

My Third year manifesto The War Against an Invisible
enemy: Biopolitics and COVID-19, focused on the
notion of Biopolitics and its presence in at the heart
of decisions made by the government during the
COVID-19 pandemic. This manifesto drew upon
historical examples, primarily the Cholera epidemics
of the 19th century to identify correlations between
government responses. Conclusions of this manifesto
expressed concerns over the imminent financial and
social fall-out following the pandemics eventual end.

Understanding Space
through Photography.
Through-out my third year, I have created a series of
photo-studies to communicate site conditions. Each
series of photos seeks to explicitly communicate how
site edges and programs are experienced by users.
The images below were part of the series ‘The body
and the city’ on a Pentax 35mm camera. I have found
that black and white film allows viewers to look deeper
into the images and more easily understand conditions
within.

Just throw it down the drain.

No Parking, Fire Escape.

Home.

Please stand behind the yellow line.

Find a Lane.

Hibiki Hideout: National
Trust Competition Winner.
The Hibiki Hideout is an outdoor therapy space to
be used by both the National Trust and Woodland
Trust. The client detailed a space that allowed users
to observe the ancient woodland that is Fingle Woods
whilst being able to focus on the sound of the River
Plym. The resulting structure provides a clear frame of
observation of both the river as well as the canopy of
the Oak tree of which it will sit under whilst taking in
the sounds of brook that meets the river. Construction
has been halted due to COVID-19 Pandemic but will
resume Summer 2021.

Drawings from the Planning
Application.

Why Me?

Thank you for your time
and interest.

The projects I have recently worked on have taught me to approach
problems with an open, investigative mind. I highly value community
engagement and believe that solutions to problems often lie within the
community. I also believe that a juxtaposition of architectural styles and
structures can be beneficial to both user experiences and in establishing
a sense of place and identity.
I have worked in many teams of many nationalities through my experiences
of working. Those teams often changed due to the nature of the industry
I was working in but, in each team I can say we overcame hurdles to
find efficient solutions where customer service was at the heart of the
concern.

A larger portfolio can be provided upon request.
White Hart Hotel, Carvery Team Photo.

Being a mature student with over 10 years of work experience, the journey
to this point has been full of challenges. The thought of leaving a job of
6 years to pursue a career in Architecture seemed out of the realms of
possibility at one point in time. Resilience and determination is why I
believe I have reached this point where I am sharing my work with you.

Machu Picchu Trek, Team Photo.

Contact Details.
Telephone: +447308601744.
Email: Jack.richards-10@students.plymouth.ac.uk
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jack-richards-a3577a179

Rock Solid Team Race, Eat Dirt.

